On behalf of the residents of Wentworth Condominium Corporation No. 132, Florentine Place, Medical Centre occupants/clients & neighbouring citizens we are asking you, Brad Clark, our councillor to petition the city on our behalf for a traffic safety measure to be put in place at the corner of Queenston Road & Donn Avenue.

The current pedestrian activated traffic light located there now is not effective and in fact is dangerous. There have been numerous accidents at this corner and we feel a regular timed activated light should be installed in its place as a safety measure.

An alternative would be to install magnetic metal strips in the pavement on Donn Avenue, adjacent to the pedestrian cross walks at the intersection of Queenston Road. A vehicle would activate the traffic lights with this design as required.

The original petition received is in the custody of the City Clerk. All personal information has been severed pursuant to Section 32 of the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

The petition was signed by 73